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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

MYTH. SPORT. POLIS.

 For the ancient Greeks, the city was the center of  an informed and 
engaged citizenry. It provided what we today call “third places”: those spaces 
that are neither home nor work but where citizens—the “polis”—can have 
chance encounters, engage in forum and theatrics, think and play.
 As cities in the western hemisphere are undergoing massive 
changes by encouraging the cultivation of  the polis in these spaces, we 
are looking to new ways and possibilities of  experimenting in participatory 
engagement. Perhaps we can see this reactivation of  our urban centers 
after years of  enduring isolation in the ramifications of  people fleeing to 
the suburbs that began in the 1950s. After over a half  century of  placing 
dominance on the automobile, we not only disconnected the individual 
physically from community, but furthermore, eliminated the ability to use 
one’s body in everyday life, mobility and activity. We are again remembering 
that we are social creatures and furthermore, creative beings, and our 
individual embodiment has so much to gain from the collective organism 
called urban life.
 With Myth. Sport. Polis., we aim to generate possibilities of  
encounter, forum, debate and play. As much of  our social collectivity has 
moved online, we propose using mechanisms of  21st century networks to 
bring people together in time and space by re-infusing the necessity of  the 
body in vital urban presence. 
 MYTH: We seek to lay the ground work of  an examination of  the 
role of  narrative (both historical and fictional) in urban space by layering 
new narratives onto existing spaces; site-specific fictions. 
 SPORT: We situate ping pong tables throughout the city 
infrastructure to shift the city from a place of  commerce, to a place of  play 
and diplomacy. 
 POLIS: We encourage forum for local and global dialogue and 
actions. Both Denver and Colorado have worked diligently to become key 
international hubs for innovation, creative industries and entrepreneurship 
in the 21st Century. 
 Within this context we are suggesting a three-pronged approach to 
investigating emerging urban practices. The role of  narrative shaping spatial 
experience, the inclusion of  play into a business district, and localization of  
international urban discourse. We seek to partner with the Biennial of  the 
Americas in developing these new drafts of  urbanism as we move forward 
from this summer into the future, together.
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WHY

WHY
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 “Legend has it that Kerouac... ”

 Kerouac was here. True. He was more here than not here. He 
frequented what is now known as “My Brother’s Bar” and Neal Cassady 
did so even more. There are bits and pieces of  legends and myths of  many 
key figures in American literature, performance, music and art that settled 
in Denver, and in Colorado. These historic movements of  creative genius 
intentionally relocating themselves to this geography is a fact that is 
overlooked in our contemporary lives. It falls in the shadow of  skiing, 
snowboarding and the myriad other parts of  Colorado that dominate tourist 
agendas and commercial incentives. But what if  we propose to celebrate the 
intersections of  these pieces that have and continue to draw people to our 
geography?   
 “Kerouac’s desire to ranch or farm in Colorado is recorded in his 
journal. He returned to Denver in May of  1949 after selling his first novel, 
‘The Town and the City.’1 He rented a house several days after arriving, and 
wrote its Westwood, Colorado address in his journal. Today that address is 
in Lakewood, which incorporated as a city in 1969. The house is west of  
Sheridan, which forms the border between Lakewood and Denver.”2

 If  “Draft Urbanism” seeks to explore evolving urbanisms, we believe 
this must take into account the myths and legends of  past, current and 
future pilgrimages. This has everything to do with a mash-up complexity of  
the creative sector intersecting with sport and intersecting with the fact that 
we are the microbrew center of  the United States. It’s also no accident, that 
inspired by Black Mountain College and the brilliance of  Buckminster Fuller, 
Drop City and Libre came to fruition in Colorado during the Vietnam era. 
The absurd beauty of  how our geography has attracted the experimental 
and innovative populations to find solace and a creative home under 
the continual daylight and close contact to the night sky, should be a major 
celebration during the Biennial of  the Americas. This is exactly why a 
Biennial spanning the entire western hemisphere should be located 
indefinitely, in Denver.

1 http://blogs.westword.com/showandtell/2011/06/jack_was_here_photo_tour.php
2 http://jack-was-here.tumblr.com/
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 Governor Hickenlooper is rebranding the state via his newly-
launched program “brandCO”.1 He is also giving Colorado an international 
economic presence successfully. Earlier this month he was identified as the 
“star” of  the World Economic Forum in Switzerland.2 Five of  Hickenloooper’s 
initiatives over the remainder of  his tenure include Amendment 64, 
homelessness and housing, healthcare, education, and arts and culture. 
 During the Biennial of  the Americas, we feel that many of  these 
state-specific initiatives can and should be touched upon as they are 
conditions that affect everyone globally—they are not specific to only 
Colorado.
 We seek to use the Biennial this summer as a launching point for 
the start of  great things to come. As Denver is on the brink of  international 
recognition—Sister City formalization with Copenhagen, setting precedents 
nationally for the “livable cities” movement as well as being a nexus for 
entrepreurship—we see this summer’s activities gaining momentum into 
a developing city-wide Nordic influx of  curators and cultural producers in 
2014, and leading up to Biennial of  the Americas in 2015. We will introduce 
several tools related to the core components of  “Draft Urbanism” to gain 
momentum, to keep the local constituency engaged during the Biennial this 
summer, and carry ideas foward once it subsides. 

1 http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_22474473/hickenlooper-unveils-effort-
rebrand-colorado
2 http://www.denverpost.com/business/ci_22503049/gov-hickenlooper-raises-colorados-
presence-at-world-economic

© 2012 PingOut
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PART 1

MYTHIC FOUNDING: DENVER (MF:D)

INTRODUCTION
 Place making is as much a function of  narrative as it is of  spatial design. History, rumor, buzz 
and personal account are all types of  narrative that get layered onto spaces, becoming an essential 
quality of  how individuals and communities experience those spaces. Peter Cook, founding member 
of  radical 1960’s architectural firm Archigram, once said: “When it is raining in Oxford Street the 
architecture is no more important than the rain, in fact the weather probably has more to do with the 
pulsation of  the Living City at that given moment.” Narrative may be said to have the same effects on 
architecture as the weather. The narratives written into spaces change the spatial experience more 
strongly than the architecture. This is the corner where I lost my phone. This is the corner where your 
grandmother used to live. This is the corner where Bjork once ate a donut. The stories that imbue the 
spaces we move through very often alter our experience of  space more than any volumetric quality of  
the space itself.
 Mythic Founding: Denver (MF:D) explores intentional use of  affects of  these spatial 
narratives by creating digitally-guided tours through Denver. Like the poem by Jorge Luis Borges from 
which this project takes its name (Fundación mítica de Buenos Aires), the project mixes history, fiction 
and poetry with actual locations to create a highly accessible and immersive series of  art works that 
explore, strengthen and celebrate Denver’s identity.

CONCEPT
 MF:D focuses on the curation and presentation of  site-specific narratives throughout Denver in 
areas that help choreograph Biennial-specific circulation at an urban scale. Written works will be solicited 
from local, national, and international writers. Written works will be located in specific sites and present 
content that alters, deepens, or skews participants’ experiences of  the space. This project engages 
place-making as its creative medium exclusively through the lens of  narrative as opposed to building.
 We propose a web-based, location-aware Internet app that will be accessible via both mobile 
device and desktop computer. An interactive map of  primary MF:D locations will let users chart an initial 
itinerary to sites across Denver. Once arrived at a site, the app will unlock the narrative for that site: text, 
images, audio, video. The possibilities for encouraging physical engagement with the urban field are great 
here.   
 A second, hidden layer of  narrative-tagged sites, objects, or buildings could be revealed on 
the map only as users physically approach them. Narratives could be structured as a choose-your-own-
adventure, directing participants to the corner of  16th and Blake to uncover the next chapter of  one 
character’s story, or 15th and Larimer for a different character’s arc. Some sites or stories on the app’s 
map could be invisible until “unlocked,” by uncovering the stories that reveal those sites as significant. 
The app will offer participants an active, physical archeology of  the story of  Denver, a chance to explore 
and uncover, rather than just passively consuming.

PART 1. MYTH.
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 These site specific installations can help to choreograph the movement of  Biennial goers by, 
for example, giving access to narratives between those locations designated for installations (16th Street 
Mall, Speer Boulevard Crossing, Skyline Park, parking lots and the in-between spaces we are proposing 
to tackle). The user-driven, autonomous aspect of  this project gives visitors the opportunity to 
experience art while being physically active, a foundation of  health and a pillar of  the character of  Denver.

INFRASTRUCTURE
 The digital infrastructure to store, spatialize and transmit these commissioned narratives, while 
a large undertaking, may also begin to lay a framework for alternate, future applications. For example, 
alongside the narrative features of  this specific project may be more general information for visitors 
and locals, both during and after the Biennial. The project has a chance to morph during the Biennial, 
acquiring new site-specific narratives from attendees during the course of  the conference, becoming 
a growing forum through participation of  both visitors and locals alike. The muscular flexibility of  the 
project’s digital architecture expands its “augmented reality” qualities to other uses; both during the 
Biennial and into the future.

PARTNERSHIPS
 Writers: MF:D is conceived as a broad umbrella project incorporating the participation of  many 
different players. The project means to make use primarily of  Denver’s vibrant literary community (the 
University of  Denver has been ranked the number one creative writing PhD in the country) by soliciting 
work from appropriate, established, local writers. Of  course, the project would also be open to solicit-
ing works from appropriate international and national writers. Examples of  this latter category include 
Zachary Schomburg (books from McSweeney’s Press), Heather Christle (books from Wesleyan University 
Press), Dara Weir (published by Wave Books; poet and professor at the prestigious UMass Amherst pro-
gram), and James Tate (Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award winner and one of  the most famous 
living absurdist poets). This list is by no means exhaustive.
 Tourism: The project offers many opportunities for community and organizational partnership. 
Visit Denver—Denver’s travel and tourism visitor’s information bureau—is one organization that might 
benefit from coordination with the project.
 Parks & Rec: Location scouting will be a large part of  preparation for the project, chosen in 
collaboration between the artist and the writers, and could be located in places that highlight Denver’s 
urban and natural landscapes. 
 RTD: Many Biennial attendees will no doubt be traveling to downtown Denver from surrounding 
areas. Public transportation constitutes a very interesting component of  the public space in any city. To 
both serve those visitors and give writers access to a very interesting component of  public space with 
which to work, narratives will be crafted for at very least the light rail system. This offers opportunity to 
work in collaboration with RTD on this project.
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PART 1

 Sponsors: The structure of  the project is easily open to participation by local institutions. My 
Brother’s Bar and Paris on the Platte are examples of  businesses with strong Denver identity and rich in 
local history that could have their stories incorporated into the project in exchange for sponsorship.

LEGACY
 This project might easily extend beyond the Biennial into next year’s Nordic exhibition and the 
Biennial in 2015, becoming a tool for community interaction and cultural/artistic/civic participation as 
well as tourism. Parallel to those stories offered by commissioned writers, the digital infrastructure left 
in place could be used as a means of  gathering site specific stories of  Denver residents. Imagined as a 
love child between Wikipedia, StoryCorps, and GIS, MF:D beyond the Biennial could be an opportunity 
for residents to upload their own site-specific stories, experiences and histories. This becomes an extra 
layer of  spatial narrative laid over and extending the existing identity of  Denver’s spaces. The option for 
collaboration could begin with an invitation for locals to submit their own stories, 10-20 potentially being 
added to the Biennial program itself.
 Mythic Founding: Denver invites participants to immerse themselves in critical-artistic 
questions and explorations of  how the myths we live with and are surrounded by shape our experiences. 
How is my identity shaped by the history of  this city? What does it mean that history is composed of  both 
fact and fiction? How do these narratives affect our relationship to our community and city? In what ways 
does the imagination allow us to invent or question familiar spaces?

EXAMPLE
 Following is a representation of  how narratives may be layered onto spaces. The space chosen 
for this example is the pedestrian path between the Highland’s Central Street and Union Station. The 
series of  spaces this path moves through are themselves nearly mythic: The pedestrian uses a bridge 
with three white supports to pass over I-25, a bridge with two white supports to pass over the South 
Platte River, and a bridge with a single white support to pass over train tracks. This is a progression into 
the heart of  downtown Denver that begs for a narrative as strong as its spatial choreography.
 While the intent is for each narrative to be commissioned by professional writers, here we have 
appropriated a Cheyenne myth called “The Rolling Head” to provide an example of  how a story may 
enliven the experience.
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© 2012 PingOut

PART 2

PING BONG HAUNTS

CONCEPT

“They sailed away, for a year and a day, to the land where the bong-tree grows”  - Edward Lear

 In 1871, Edward Lear wrote a poem for a three-year old girl, the daughter of  a poet friend, 
titled “The Owl and the Pussycat”. This poem introduced the phrase “Where the bong-tree grows” which 
has been used by authors such as Beatrice Potter and as well as introducing James Ramsey Ullman, an 
American writer, geographer and mountaineer, and his book titled “Where the Bong Tree Grows” 
and his tales of  sailing the seas via cargo ships from the western United States into South Pacific and 
back again.  
 We introduce the term “bong” not to be sensational given the recent legalization of  marijuana 
in Colorado, but to be proactive in educating and allowing an art platform to lead by example in creating 

a greater space of  understanding the situation we now find 
ourselves in as a state setting a global precedent, as well 
as usage of  language, historically and into the future. Ping 
Pong is actually called Bong Ban in Vietnamese and the word 
“bong” was usurped in the 1960s by Vietnam War Veterans 
and converted to a slang word identifying the object of  a 
“water pipe for marijuana,” said to be from the Thai baung, 
lit. “sylindrical wooden tube. 
  Ping Ping Diplomacy was a term coined in the early 
1970s in reference to the exchange of  table tennis players 
between the US and China. This event marked a thaw in the 
US/China relations that paved the way to a visit to Beijing by 

President Richard Nixon. It was featured in the Hollywood film “Forest Gump” to highlight the significance 
of  the sport during the Vietnam era. Since that time, Ping Pong has been used as a mechanism to foster 
dialogue and healthy competitive outlets internationally. This is seen recently in the development of  SPiN 
Galactic, a franchise located in New York City, Los Angeles, Milwaukee and Toronto to encourage and pro-
mote the game of  Ping Pong as a global social connector.1 Their motto states “Play Ping-Pong, Not War.”2  
 As Colorado supplied the United States with several key alternative art communities such as 
Drop City and Libre, it seems even further necessary to frame the connections of  pilgrimage to our 
geography and the myths and narratives that have drawn people to Colorado and Denver since mid-20th 
1 Mission: SPiN Galactic is happily connecting people from galaxies in all reaches of  the known universe. Through SPiN Social, our 
new social network iPhone application launching later this year, we will be providing the ability to search and challenge new friends to actual 
games of  Ping-Pong anywhere on planet earth. SPiN Social is the world’s only online social club directly connected to a network of  actual 
living, breathing, brick and mortar social clubs. http://spingalactic.com/
2 Quote, Steven Right, American comedian. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5ErMolRE8M

PART 2. SPORT.
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PART 210

Century for creative autonomy. This project endeavors to speak to 
the youthful, playful spirit of  Colorado while alluding to literary and 
metaphorical connections to language as it overlaps with MF:D.     
 As a footnote, a Nordic influx of  curators and cultural producers 
is in development for a city-wide exhibition the summer of  2014 
(tentatively titled “2nd Viking Invasion”) coinciding with formalization 
of  a Sister City relationship between Copenhagen and Denver. This for-
malization has been endorsed by Mayor Hancock and Governor Hicken-
looper.  We see the exhibition of  2014 to help carry the momentum of  
this year’s Biennial of  the Americas to the 2015 Biennial of  the Americas. 
We are proposing the introducution of  PingOut3, an outdoor table-tennis 
product based on the idea of  bringing social togetherness, activity, sus-
tainability, design and art into the public space, during the Biennial of  the 
Americas. We see this as an opportunity to launch an urban furniture 
product—ping pong tables weaved into the urban fabric that promote 
exercise (another pillar of  Colorado’s identity as the fittest state in the 
nation)—that become little oases while “visitors are invited to visit each exhibit by foot, and in so doing 
transform downtown itself  into a living, urban museum.” We see this product launch as also coinciding 
with the entrepreneurial spirit of  Denver and utilizing the Biennial platform as a launching point for urban 
ping pong tables that could begin to be incorporated in city public space development across the United 
States, much like the cow in Chicago became a national phenomenon. 
 The Danish newspaper Politiken recently highlighted Denver as the next cultural capital between 
New York City and Los Angeles4. With Denver gaining increased international press, we would like to ride 
on the waves of  this positive publicity while allowing Denver to expand it’s reputation as a creative and 
entrepreneurial hub internationally. 

WHAT WE INTEND TO DO
 We will be partnering with restaurant owners (Haunts) and the city to set up urban ping pong 
tables that proactively fuse play and business. Ping pong tables will be claimed by local eating and 
drinking establishments (1 to 2 tables per site) and these private business owners will orchestrate ping 
pong tournaments throughout the duration of  the Biennial. In the city public spaces, these ping pong 
tables will be self  sustaining and will be set in the spaces between the four architectural interventions of  
the Biennial. The overlap programming from MF:D will enhance connections between sites and narratives 
that are generated by users. The ping pong tables can stay in place through the year if  private business 
owners choose and into next summer’s Nordic influx (2nd Viking Invasion).

3 http://pingout.net. The table adds a new dimension to the outdoor life in the city’s streets and parks -exercise, competition and 
an aesthetic experience.
4 http://politiken.dk/turengaartil/guide/nordamerika/usa/ECE1800142/praeriemetropol-vil-vaere-det-vilde-vestenskulturhoveds-
tad/

© 2012 PingOut



PARTNERSHIPS with LOCAL HAUNTS, AIGA, UBERPONG AND FORKLY
 Haunts will have a story created by MF:D connected to a mobile app and proprietors will 
create a small menu of  elixirs and that will be specific to a theme they choose. They will then be part of  
the Forkly5 network where stories and recipes can be downloaded and shared. Forkly just successfuly 
worked with “Art of  Winter” to connect local restaurants to the winter exhibition.
 Members of  AIGA Colorado will be commissioned to design the surface of  the PingOut 
tables making each table individual. Designers will work onsite with our fabricators to seal the surface to 
withstand weather shifts for several years. It is our intention that these tables stay in place permanently 
providing one more mechanism of  participatory action in the urban spaces of  Denver.
 We will also be working with Austin-based Uberpong6 to have custom-made pingpong balls and 
paddles made for each location. Videos of  activities in Copenhagen can be seen here: 
GAM3 ZONE: http://vimeo.com/55607170; 
Copenhagen Art Festival/Jeppe Hein: http://vimeo.com/48247387.

5 https://forkly.com/
6 http://uberpong.com/

PART 211© 2012 PingOut
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12 PART 3

 As a contribution to Biennial of  the Americas programming at the McNichols Center as well as the 
first four days of  symposium and clinicas, we are proposing two contributions to the “Thought Platform” 
of  the Biennial of  the Americas. 

FILM AS ARCHITECTURE
 It has often been cited that film and architecture are speaking the 
exact same language with just different, but complimentary approaches. 
Jan Gehl is credited as a global leader on improving the quality of  urban 
life by re-orienting city design towards the pedestrian and cyclist. Two films 
are proposed for screening: Life Between Buildings that can be screened 
as an installation and highlights the work Gehl has been doing around the 
world since his pivotal book “Life Between Buildings” published in 1971; 
and The Human Scale, a poignant documentary about the perspective of  
the city via the scale of  the human body.

1. LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS
http://vimeo.com/49623153 
 “Life Between Buildings” is an experience package that presents 
Gehl Architects people oriented planning principles and the application of  
these principles in cities throughout the world. This can be installed on site 
in an interior environment as a surround sound and space installation that 
take participants into a filmic experience engaging the audience in a 
connection to their bodily scale and with a perspective. 
It will run the duration of  the Biennial.
 Seen by 254,704 people at New Nordic Architecture. Exhibited 
at Louisiana Museum of  Modern Art in Humlebæk, Denmark. Featured as 
Louisiana’s travelling exhibition for the Architectural Biennale in Venice.
Critically acclaimed in The Architectural Review, Arkitekten, Le Courrier 
de l’Architecte, Weekendavisen, Politiken, Ingeniøren and The Wall Street 
Journal. To read the reviews visit:
http://www.gehlarchitects.com/#/493687/
http://www.gehlarchitects.com/#/493687/

“THE PORTION OF THE EXHIBIT DEALING WITH RECONQUERING PUBLIC SPACE IS SUBLIME… GEHL’S 
APPROACH TO CITIES FOR PEOPLE IS COMPLETELY CONVINCING AS TOLD WITH WORDS AND PICTURES...”
         – Weekendavisen

PART 3. POLIS.

© 2012 Gehl Architects



PART 3

2. THE HUMAN SCALE
http://thehumanscale.dk/ 
 The Human Scale is an independent film by Andreas M. 
Dalsgaard which presents the work of  Gehl Architects through the 
lens of  various cities which Gehl Architects have worked with and influenced. The human scale 
questions our assumptions about modernity, exploring what happens when we put people into the center 
of  our equations.
 For 40 years the Danish architect Jan Gehl has systematically studied human behavior in cities. 
His starting point was an interest in people, more than buildings – in what he called Life Between 
Buildings. What made it exist? When was it destroyed? How could it be brought back? This lead to studies 
of  how human beings use the streets, how they walk, see, rest, meet, interact etc. Jan Gehl also uses 
statistics, but the questions he asks are different. For instance: How many people pass this street 
throughout a 24 hour period? How many percent of  those are pedestrians? How many are driving cars 
or bikes? How much of  the street space are the various groups allowed to use? Is this street performing 
well for all its users? Jan Gehl made his first studies in Italy and later he inspired the planning of  
Denmark’s capital, Copenhagen, for 40 years. His ideas inspired the creation of  walking streets, the 
building and improvements of  bike paths and the reorganization of  parks, squares and other public 
spaces throughout this city and in many other cities in the Nordic region. Around the world cities like 
Melbourne, Dhaka, New York, Chongqing and Christchurch are now also being inspired by Gehl’s work 
and by the developments in Copenhagen.
 Will premiere during the first four days of  the Thought Platform and will run ongoing in a space 
while the McNichols is open. 

ART AS URBAN STRATEGY
 Taken from the title of  a book published by Dutch publisher NAi addition that chronicled ten 
years of  development of  the “Beyond” project in Leidsche Rijn1, we are presenting one symposium 
panel perspective or clinica (or a combination) during the programming that would align with “NEW 
APPROACHES TO BUSINESS”. Though this perspective can span all three areas of  infrastructure, 
business and education, for the Thought Platform it seems a good fit in the “Creativity in Business” focus. 
This group would consist of  curators and practitioners working in the realm of  art meeting architecture 
to strategize and implement solutions to everyday urban problems. 
 Potential clinica participants include Rodrigo Tisi (Santiago), Brandon LaBelle (Los Angeles and 
Berlin), Hugo Hopping (Mexico City), Isabel Froes (Rio and Copenhagen), Lancelot Coer (Winnipeg) and 
Theaster Gates (Chicago) among others.

1 Beyond, in 1997, was the largest new-style housing estate in the Netherlands whose art exploited the relationship between 
urban planning, landscape, architecture and the community that takes shape in a setting near Utrecht, 
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BUDGET14

PART 1. MYTH.

10 commissioned written pieces from established writers @ $200:  
Literary Project Director, 200 hours @ $100/hour:   
Programming/Mobile App Project Director, 200 hours @ $100/hour: 
Writing/Literary Assistant, 15 hours a week @ $15/hour:   
Programming Assistant, 15 hours a week @ $15/hour:   
Interns from DU, UCD:       
SoCE Admin:
SoCE Fiscal Development:       
Marketing/PR/Identity:
Domain registration and hosting for 1 year:      
 

      TOTAL NEEDED:  

Start Up From Biennial of  the Americas:     
RTD:         
Local Haunts, e.g. My Brother’s Bar ($1500 x 10):    
University of  Denver:  
Colorado Association of  Funders:     
Misc. Sponsorship:       
  
      TOTAL TO ACQUIRE: 
 

BUDGET

$2,000
$20,000
$20,000

$5,400
$5,400
$5,000

$15,000
$5,000

$10,000
$200

$88,000

-$12,000
-$30,000
-$15,000

-$5,000
-$13,000
-$13,000

-$88,000

info@schoolofcriticalengagement.org
1.323.963.3193
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PART 2. POLIS.

20 tables, materials, fabrication and installation, $7000/per table:  
AIGA (design per table @ $500 each):     
Interns from UCD:      
SoCE Administration:
SoCE Fiscal Development:      
Marketing/PR/Identity:
Forkly (15 locations with your app and cocktail menus):
Uberpong custom paddles and balls:
 

      TOTAL NEEDED:  

Start Up From Biennial of  the Americas:     
Local Haunts, e.g. My Brother’s Bar ($1500 x 15):    
City of  Denver, five tables in public space ($3000 x 5):  
Colorado Association of  Funders 
PUMA sponsorship (connected to PingOut)
RedBull Sponsorship (Connected to PingOut), and other liquor producers
SPiN Galactic:    
Misc. Sponsorship:       
  
      TOTAL TO ACQUIRE: 
 

BUDGET

$140,000
$10,000

$5,000
$5,000

$15,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000

$205,000

-$15,000
-$22,000
-$15,000
-$15,000
-$35,000
-$50,000
-$10,000
-$43,000

-$205,000

info@schoolofcriticalengagement.org
1.323.963.3193
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PART 3. POLIS.

FILM AS ARCHITECTURE

1. LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS
For one month ongoing screening plus installation build out, labor and rental. Sponsoship possibly from 
Downtown Denver Partnerships and connections through their network.

A / Full Service
‘LBB’ Exhibit - $50,400 USD for 1 month
$75,600 USD for 2 months
$93,600 USD for 3 months

In Cost A - Full service 
The rental of  the equipment required to display and run the Life Between 
Buildings exhibit would be supplied by a Denver production team (SoCE to manage). Rental includes:
/ 7 Color matched full HD projectors, fibre optic cables
/ ‘Watch-out’ video system in rack cabinet, sound equipment
/ Supporting stands & truss, PVC screens
/ Backup equipment; extra computer and projector
/ Material costs
Set-up includes (personnel costs):
/ 2 engineers for 5 days, plus an additional 2 travel days
Dismantling includes (personnel costs):
/ 2 engineers for 2 days, plus an additional 2 travel days

B / Partial Service
‘LBB’ Exhibit - $20,400 USD for 1 month 

Cost B – Partial service
The venue rents and installs the equipment needed to run the video installation. Denver production firm 
joins the venue’s technical team to make audiovisual adjustments. A full description of  the hardware and 
software needed for the installation is supplied by Denver production firm. 

BUDGET

info@schoolofcriticalengagement.org
1.323.963.3193



BUDGET

2. The Human Scale
 We are still waiting on costs from Final Cut for Real/ Andreas Dalsgaard. 

ART AS URBAN STRATEGY
 Dependent on the number of  participants, we would like to include air fare and a stipend for 
participants of  $1000/participant for clinicas involvement and $750 for speaking honorarium for panels. 
SoCE would charge $5,000 total for organization and management of  the participants that we bring to 
the table. We will arrange hosting accomodations with local Denver artists and creatives.

As gained through all of  the above three parts, SoCE will work with the Biennial of  the Americas to 
develop and execute international publicity between blogs, art magazines, web site coverage 
and local press in any other municipalities and states/countries that have any connection to the 
Myth.Sport.Polis. project.

Please email us at info@schoolofcriticalengagement.org or contact our main office at +1.323.963.3193.
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Colorado Chapter, American Institute of Graphic Arts
 AIGA advances design as a pro fes sional craft, strate gic advan tage and vital cul tural force. As 
the largest com mu nity of  design advo cates, we bring together prac ti tion ers, enthu si asts, and patrons to 
amplify the voice of  design and cre ate the vision for a col lec tive future. We define global stan dards and 
eth i cal prac tices, guide design edu ca tion, enhance pro fes sional devel op ment, and make pow er ful tools 
and resources acces si ble to all.

Final Cut for Real/Andreas Dalsgaard
 Final Cut for Real is dedicated to high-end creative documentaries for the international market. 
Our policy is to be curious, daring and seek out directors with serious artistic ambitions. We do not from 
the outset set any limits on subjects or locations. We look for interesting stories, great characters and 
in-depth social analysis - and we also try to give the films a twist of  humour. 
 Our method is for our producers to work closely with “their” directors from the first idea to the 
final film, and keep on exchanging ideas and feedback. Together we cover a wide range of  development 
and production expertise - and work with younger talent as well as established filmmakers to create a 

productive mixture of  experience and new approaches to documentary filmmaking.

Forkly
 Forkly is a beautiful way to discover and share dining tastes. We’ll show 
you a new dish around the corner, the best burger in town, or your favorite 
cocktail in a new city. It’s a personal rating card, a map to new food & drinks, 
and most of  all it’s a great way to connect with others who have similar tastes 
— all just a few taps away.
 Launched to the public in August 2011, Forkly has experienced explosive growth to date—
with a 60% increase in downloads in the past few months alone. It has been featured in the App Store 
as “App of  the Week,” chosen in “Amazing Apps for the iPhone 5” and added to “Essential Apps for 
Foodies.”

Gehl Architects
 We focus on the relationship between the built environment and people’s quality of  life
Gehl Architects is an urban research and design consultancy. We address global trends with a people-fo-
cused approach, utilizing empirical analysis to understand how the built environment can promote human 
flourishing. We apply this analysis to strategic planning and human-centred design to empower citizens, 
decision makers, company leaders, and organizations.
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PB43
 Since December 2010, the  disused Sadolin paint factory located on Prags Boulevard 43 (PB43) in central 
Copenhagen has continuously been trans formed into a creative, user-driven environment with workshops, offices, 
stu dios, galleries, café, urban laboratory and urban farm. This conversion has entailed a rethinking of  the functions of  
the buildings and open spaces at the site. In this process a strong emphasis has been placed on the active involve ment 
of  tenants and local residents, together with an open dialogue with the municipality and the landowner. The 6400m2 
site and the four buildings located on it have been made avail able free of  charge by the Dutch landowner AkzoNobel 
for use up until the end of  2016.
  Many of  the projects have been successful in bringing life to PB43 and the local community and establishing 
strong bonds with local and international creative partners. One of  the latest developments at PB43 has been the pub-
lic opening of  the two main factory halls, which are planned to become Copenhagen’s new leading independent music 
and culture venue combining local and international artists.

PingOut
 Ping Out is an outdoor table-tennis project based on the idea of  bringing 
social togetherness, activity, sustainability, design and art into the public space. The 
table adds a new dimension to the outdoor life in the city’s streets and parks -exercise, 
competition and an aesthetic experience.
 The lines marking the sides, backline and middle of  the table have been replaced by the works of  local artists 
painted directly on the surface. The artist’s role is to give each table a 
characteristic expression which acts as an artistic link to the neighborhood. As such, the decoration of  the table is an 
integral part of  the design, and the net is aligned with the edge of  the table in order to permit passage and play along 
the sides.
 The team behind Ping Out is table tennis enthusiasts. We met at a social forum and agreed to start the 
project up because it interests us to get people to be active in the city, meet and play table tennis. Anders Find is 
a photojournalist and the idea man behind the project, which he was inspired by travels to Berlin. Troels Øder Hansen 
is a furniture designer and has a great fondness for elements in the city and the way to develop them

School of Critical Engagement
 School of  Critical Engagement is an action-based think tank that works with communities, 
professional partnerships, and educational institutions to transgress the barriers between theory 
and practice. 
 We work with challenges facing space/place making. As an organization, we weave 
educational and professional opportunities within the intersections of art, architecture, and design while working within 
local contexts to provide sustainable economic development solutions.



Uberpong
 Uberpong started out as an Origin of  Cool Kickstarter project. It went 
through its $10,000 funding goal (ending on $10,390) in August 2012 and launched 
on Uberpong.com in November 2012. Uberpong combines ping pong (or table tennis) with great graphic 
design. Why? Because red and black paddles just ain’t gonna cut it! Despite being the second most 
played sport in the world, the image of  players wearing headbands, tight white shorts and using boring 
red and black paddles doesn’t exactly get the heart racing. Uberpong is stepping in to change the game 
by personalizing and customizing the heart of  the game: the ping pong paddle. 
 Our mission is to make table tennis the most played sport in the USA…and the world. And the 
paddles are only the beginning…

Writing Department, University of Denver
 Poets and Writers recently ranked our program the top Creative Writing PhD in the country (see 
link).  DU’s program in creative writing is one of  the only writing programs in the country that focuses 
exclusively on doctoral study.  All of  the University of  Denver’s graduate students in Creative Writing are 
PhD students.
 The doctoral program in creative writing at the University of  Denver resembles a pure mathe-
matics or philosophy PhD.  Our students do a good deal of  hard critical reading and research, and some 
of  them write and publish traditional literary critical works.  But we also prepare them as writers, just as 
a philosophy program prepares philosophers, people who think and apply their historical knowledge to 
contemporary problems.  Our PhD is a theoretical doctorate, an experience that builds creative thinking.
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